
Dr. Kristina Hallett is one of the 
most engaging and captivating 
speakers I've ever worked with. She 
steps onto the stage ready to inspire, 
educate and impact every audience. 
She is relentless in her pursuit of 
changing the world, one talk at a 
time. " 
- Tricia Brouk
Executive Producer of TEDx
LincolnSquare and Speakers Who Dare

She is totally awesome! She is so 
empowering and she lives what she 
teaches - the REAL DEAL!"     
J.S., Dress for Success Hartford

Dr. Kristina Hallett is fun, engaging 
and very inspiring. She gave an 
interactive informative talk packed 
with helpful tools that everyone could 
start utilizing right away. We all 
walked away with a new perspective 
and full of motivation.”
- Aina Hoskins
Managing Director, eWomen Network

The Anti-Burnout Solution – Stress Management for Real Life Stress 
plays an important role but doesn’t work when it’s center stage.  Discover how 
to make stress work FOR you, rather than against you, increasing productivity 
and positivity.

Creating Change - Fierce Self-Compassion and Radical Self-Care A 
new angle on compassion and self-care to help you re-energize, revitalize, and 
become stress-smart, so you can find true work-life synergy.

Communication that WORKS at Work
Effective communication boosts morale and increases productivity – 
decreasing lost time and increasing profits.  Ensure your employees use the 
latest findings in psychology and neuroscience to excel!

Start Living Your Rockstar Life
You may excel when it comes to managing multiple roles, but this often exacts 
a heavy price. Learn what you can do to move yourself to the front of the line 
instead of last, using your unique talents and skills.

"A wonderfully written guide to help 
you remove obstacles such as self 

doubt, self criticism, & fear of 
judgment, clearing a path for you to 
let the "Awesome" in you shine out 

into the world." - M.B.

Dr. Hallett’s clients discover simple 
strategies for immediate 

implementation. Her presentation style 
is delightful, warm, humorous and 
powerful.  She is the caring, wise 

mentor you could listen to all day!

Dr. Kristina Hallett has over 25 years 
of experience as a board certified 
clinical psychologist, professor, and 
executive coach demonstrating how to 
transform your life using the positive 
power of stress, self-compassion and 
radical self-care. 

She helps driven professionals banish 
burnout and develop skills to make 
stress work to their advantage to 
increase focus, productivity and well- 
being. Her infectious positivity creates 
the inspiration to take action, now.

Dr. Hallett is the international best-
selling author of "Own Best Friend: 
Eight Steps to a Life of Purpose, 
Passion, and Ease" and "Be Awesome! 
Banish Burnout - Create Motivation 
from the Inside Out".

Book Dr. Hallett here:

860-965-1655        kristinamhallett@gmail.com
www.drkristinahallett.org   LinkedIn: http://bit.ly/DrHallett
Facebook: http://bit.ly/OwnBestFriend
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TESTIMONIALSKristina Hallett, PhD
Board Certified Clinical Psychologist Speaker, 

Best-selling Author, Executive Coach
"BE STRESS-SMART AND PRACTICE 

RADICAL SELF CARE"




